
Flexibility.
Simply 
anywhere.
Fully integrated  
solutions for floors,  
walls and ceilings.



The answer 
to today’s 
challenges?
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Getting electrical power to any place of a building means naviga- 
ting and creating perfect routes for the installation. The more evolv-
ing our buildings and our ideas with them become, the more flexible 
it has to be. This is why Hager offers solutions that act as one inte-
grated system: Floor distribution, wall trunking and ceiling systems 
that fit together seemlessly. Efficient, aesthetic, modular, customiza-
ble to individual needs, ready for now – and for anything ahead.
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01
Floor Solutions
With more open space 
and glass walls, intelligent 
floor solutions offer even 
more flexibility for planning, 
installation and design.

02
Wall Solutions
Walls play a crucial role 
in electrical installations. 
Recessed and invisible or 
with trunking solutions as 
a part of the overall design 
concept.

03
Ceiling Solutions
Make way for more possi-
bilities and safer grounds. 
Ceiling solutions reduce 
trip hazards and add more 
flexibility.  

Building Information 
Modeling has become 
the standard for digital 
planning. Hager offers 
a large collection of 
BIM objects for more 
and more products  
and parts. 

It’s easier
than you 
may think.
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Floors.
The base 
of it all.

Floor distribution is a demanding field. And there is good  
reason for that. With more glass facades, open concepts  
and an ever-changing  environment it gives any installation  
a solid foundation. And it acts as the backbone for inspiring  
new room concepts and usages within short time frames.  
If this sounds like the challenges you have to meet, here are  
real down-to-earth solutions to work with. 
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Just your way.
Any coating and any configuration  
is possible: Let us know what your 
plans are!

“Planning an  
installation with 
Hager means ‘forget 
about limitations’.  
In fact, it’s more 
about embracing 
new options!”

Jean Farresse
Electrical consultant
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IP30
IP20

IK08 RoHS650°

Products | Floor solutions 

Clean and discrete, with  
mechanical stability and  
user-friendly design, our  
floor solutions are always 
around instead of being  
in the way. In any given  
room design.

Solutions  
for floors. 

Dry cleaned or wet cleaned 
floors, screed, wood, car-
pets, innovative materials: 
The choice is up to you.

VQ/VR/VE: The highly versatile,  
discrete solution. 
Versatile – for any type of coating such  
as carpet, tiles, inox, wood 
Modular – time-saving, adjustable equipment
Safe – safe locking system 
Clever – with pinch-proof cable cover

Materials

Forms
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BRSNS: Elegance meets  
user-friendliness.
Aesthetic – a discrete solution that blends  
perfectly with modern working environments
Practical – a real open space solver

BKB: The perfectly  
integrated, discrete solution.
Discrete – seemless integration into the floor
Evolving – scalable and easy extendable 
Modular – for individual planning 

BKG Screed level  
underfloor trunking. 
Discrete – invisible integration into the floor 
Flexible – 4 widths, 3 heights
Smart – 3 gang system for perfect cable management

IP30 IK10 RoHS

IP30 IK10 RoHS
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Without
halogen

Without
halogen

650° 650°IK08 IK08IP30
IP20

IP30
IP20

Products | Floor solutions 

DAP: Ready to go &  
made to last.
Time-saving – with ready-to-go setup 
High quality – xyz
Aesthetic – attractive colours and materials
Flexible – operational installation guaranteed

DES/DEP: Great looks 
meet fast installation
Time saving – fast, easy installation 
High quality – with snap-in or conventional  
installation 
Aesthetic – attractive colours and materials
Flexible – operational installation guaranteed

RoHS
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Without
halogen

650°IK08IP30
IP20

IK08 RoHSIP30

Solutions  
for floors. 

NRF: Aesthetic solution  
with limitless positioning 
Time saving – multiple fixation modes
Flexible – 360° rotation, reconfigurable layout 
Open – more applications, multiple combinations 
High quality – thoughtful design, compatible with 
AP-C45 trunking equipment

DBP: Flexibility meets  
compatibility.
Versatile – poles and mini poles, design, stand-
ard and Eco+ range 
Choice – mobile or fixed poles, 1 or 2 faces, 3 
heights, 3 colors and individualized solutions
Easy – with ready-to-go set up, actuator with 
positioning lever and spirit level included
Compatible – gallery compatible with all  
applications (USB, RJ45, HDMI and more)

Distribute energy and data sockets in an  
easy, flexible fashion. The DAP system  
may be configurated individually.

RoHS
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The classic solution. 
Hager offers tailor-made trunking  
systems for almost any challenge 
within commercial buildings. 

Walls.
Plug and 
work!

A sharp focus on any  
detail: This is how Hager 
makes installation jobs 
easy, clean and flexible, 
no matter what.
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Easy to plan. Fast and efficient to install. Flexible and 
evolving to use. An electrical installation with cable 
trunking systems is as classic and timeless as it is  
future-proof. With “snap-in trunking” solutions any given 
wall can become a multioptional distribution surface, 
bringing electrical power anywhere it is needed. 
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Products | Wall solutions

The BR family –
totally flexible 
Versatile – 4 sizes, 4 materials, 
3 standard colours, all RAL colors
Flexible – fits seemless with Berker products
Safe – complete range entirely filmed and 
self-earthing
Variable – +/- 5° angle, fast fron mounting
Practical – configurator for fast, efficient planning

Traffic white!
White is a real design trend.
Now available: BR trunking
systems in fresh traffic white 
(RAL 9016).
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Solutions  
for walls.
Distribute energy and data in a both  
classical and easy, fast fashion.
The BR family meets any challenge.

IK08 650° Without
halogen

IP30
IP20

BKIS system: Elegantly
integrated trunking.
Aesthetic – nice discrete design
Safe – limited bacterias 
Practical – easier to furnish
Versatile – 25mm partition wall (or 12.5mm),  
with high mechanical resistance, 1 or 2 compartments
Modular – for an efficient, evolving installation
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Systems for ceiling distribution grant additional space and 
more safety on the ground, as fewer cables get into the  
way. Easily connected with pole systems that meet the 
highest standards in design and technology they bring  
access to electricity and data anywhere in the room. Start 
from scratch with a brand new building. Introduce fully  
new usage concepts. Or make way with renovation projects 
that infuse new life to historic buildings: with Hager, there 
are many good reasons to look up more frequently.

Safe and seperated.
We keep things in seperate compart-
ments. That’s not only safe, it also  
offers more flexibility if there are  
changes or new IT installations.

Ceilings.  
Above all, more 
possibilities.
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Ceilings.  
Above all, more 
possibilities.

Today, it’s all about mobility – 
including electrical installations.
Hager offers solutions that help
you moving ahead.
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Easy-to-install and pre-configured 
these columns bridge the space  
between floor and ceiling. For cleaner, 
safer working places. 

Products | Ceiling solutions 

Solutions  
for ceilings.

Without
halogen

650°IK08IP30
IP20

DES: Great looks meet  
fast installation
Time saving – fast, easy installation 
High quality – with snap-in or conventional  
installation 
Aesthetic – attractive finishing, personalizble colours
Flexible – operational installation guaranteed
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Without
halogen

650°IK08IP30
IP20

RoHS

DAS: Bringing good looks  
to flexible offices
Time-saving – with ready-to-go setup 
High quality – for easy installation and usage
Aesthetic – attractive, personalizble colours  
and materials
Flexible – operational installation guaranteed

Solutions  
for ceilings.

Elegant, clean and versatile: A well-planned 
ceiling solution, blending with given architecture, 
offering perfect access to power and data, just 
as well as integrated lighting with DABA from 
Hager.

GBA:  
The project pole.
Flexible – more options for project work spaces 
Practical – configurator for efficient planning
Time saving – fast configuration and installation 
Fast – local production for custom delivery
Compatible – for USB, RJ45, HDMI and more

Without
halogen

650°IK08IP30
IP20

RoHS
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Individual solutions that translate customer ideas  
and building concepts into reality – even if it’s a  
first of its kind. With the right systems, parts and  
variations right where you need them. Planned  
and ordered with an ease, assisted and guided by 
BIM, hagercad – and experts who are always on  
your side. We are happy to work with you.  

Advantages | Customer focus

Solutions  
without  
limits.
Individual solutions that translate customer ideas  
and building concepts into reality – even if it’s a  
first of its kind. With the right systems, parts and  
variations right where you need them. Planned  
and ordered with an ease, assisted and guided by 
BIM, hagercad – and experts who are always on  
your side. We are happy to work with you.  
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This is Hager:  
robust, reliable design, 
functionalities that  
make sense and  
thoughtful details.
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Advantages | Integration

Floor box
Stay as flexible as you need:
Our floor boxes are highly combinable
(VE-EE fits systems AK, BK and UK,
BKB is a standalone system)
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SL Mini pole BR trunking

They are the perfect partner for any project: Wiring
accessories for all floor, wall and ceiling solutions. All
of them macht perfectly, putting together functionality, 
connectivity and design. Turn any installation into a 
winning team – it’s easier than ever.   

It’s all about
compatibility.

Especially renovation projects require
a technically convincing, yet aesthetic
cable management. This is exactly what
SL offers, plus maximum flexibility.

Mini poles are not only highly
compatible with the key technolohies
and needs of a modern working
environment. They also compliment
many other Hager solutions in an 
elegant way.

Speaking of compatibility, the BR
trunking system opens more channels
for fast data. And if there’s more need 
in the future, simpl add more modules.
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Erwin van Handenhoven, Design Director Hager Group

“We create a design 
framework within 
which the designer  
can move freely.”

Extras | Materials, colours, designs
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Individual colours meet special lengths, shapes 
and formats. Hager offers almost unlimited  
possibilities when it comes to perspnalized 
solutions and even materials. Let’s talk about 
your needs and wishes.  

The look of  
personali-
zation.

A strong trend? Not following a trend. If this sounds 
like you, we highly recommend the Hager Manufaktur 
for one-of-a-kind solutions with individual colours, 
finishings and technical specifications tailored to 
your liking. Let’s be unique.
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Time for 
more  
future.

Sustainability | Practical ways

Buildings play a crucial role both in meeting  
environmental standards and within local  
strategies against global climate change.  
At Hager, our ideas become practical solutions.

Hager Forum
Let’s get into an inspriring dialogue: 
The Hager offers space for ideas, 
exchange and more.  
Visit: hagergroup.com/hagerforum 
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More steps beyond
For example, agardio energy monitoring elevates 
energy efficiency to a new level: Offering an up-to-
the-minute overview of detailed and total energy 
consumption of a building, agardio helps to unleash 
the great potential of energy saving in a practical way. 

“At Hager Group, sustain- 
able development is far  
more than a theory, it’s a  
reality, measurable by the  
actions we take and the  
results we achieve.”

Denis Munch
Head of Sustainable Development

Certifications
With ISO14001 certification and PEP accord-
ance we strongly support environmentally 
and socially responsible future projects.
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Training
Take advantage of tips and tricks that  
come directly from planning and installation 
professionals.

For your 3D planning we offer a vast data base 
of BIM objects of products floor, wall and ceiling 
solutions.

Practical trainings, 3D-planning with 
BIM, fast and easy configurations and 
local, expert level helpdesks. We're 
ready to assist you. 

More services  
and partner- 
ships for you.

Advantages | Services and Tools
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Hager Configurator
Chose and order what you need in an easy,  
efficient way. Just a few clicks get you through 
the whole process. 

Local Helpdesk 
We are where you are. With help and assistance 
at expert level and in your language.
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We are 
there.  
And
every-
where.
Fast contact, expert-level help and 
availability at any time you may need us: 
Hager is where you want us. What can 
we do for you?

Advantages | Competence Centers 

Call us:
031-706 39 00       

Sent us an email:  
info@hager.se 
offert@hager.se 
order@hager.se

Region South-East 
Bifrostgatan 36 
431 44 Mölndal

Region Nord-Ost 
Karlsrovägen 2A 
182 53 Danderyd

Please 
contact us 2

Local
representation

Göteborg
Head office

Stockholm
Sales office
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2
Technical Service
Centers and
Training centres

Local
representation

Göteborg
Head office

Stockholm
Sales office
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Huvudkontor 
Hager Elektro AB 
Bifrostgatan 36 
431 44 Mölndal

Säljkontor 
Hager Elektro AB 
Karlsrovägen 2A
182 53 Danderyd

Phone 031-706 39 00 
hager.se

info@hager.se 
order@hager.se 
offert@hager.se


